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ABSTRACT
The low coupling efficiency of semiconductor laser emissions into single mode
optical fibers place a severe restriction on their use. Associated with these
conventional optical coupling techniques are stringent alignment sensi-
tivities. Using holographic elements, the coupling efficiency may be
increased and the alignment sensitivity greatly reduced. Both conventional
and computer methods used in the generation of the holographic couplers are
described and diagrammed. The reconstruction geometries used are shown to be
somewhat restrictive but substantially less rigid than their conventional
optical counter-parts. Single and double hologram techniques are examined
concerning their respective ease of fabrication and relative merits.
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HOLOGRAMS FOR LASER DIODE - SINGLE MODE
OPTICAL FIBER COUPLING
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of optical fibers for the propagation of light emitted from a
semiconductor laser (or laser diode, LD) has been an area of intense study for
the past 5-10 years. Single mode LDs, in which only the fundamental mode is
emitted, are proving to be a most attractive source for high data rate optical
communication systems. When the output from a single mode LD is coupled into
a single mode optical fiber, fiber dispersion (the spreading of the pulse
shape due to differing propagation speeds for the modes in the fiber) is
eliminated. Another benefit in using single mode optical fibers is that the
emerging beam is well-behaved spatially, having a Airy disk far-field
diffraction pattern.
In the past five years, a great deal of effort has been expended in
decreasing the fiber transmission losses. With these losses now on the order
of 0.2 dB per kilometer, emphasis has been turned to the large losses
associated with coupling the LD output into the fiber (1-4).
The techniques currently employed for the coupling of LD light into a
fiber consist of the following:
1. Butt-end joint: The fiber is cleaved so that its front face is
perpendicular to the fiber core. It is then butted
up against the LD.
1
t,
2. Tapered fiber: Some of the fiber's cladding is etched off, by
chemical or mechanical means, exposing the fiber's
core. It is then positioned near the front facet on
the LD.
3. Fiber-tip microlens: The tip of the fiber is melted and' formed into a
hemispherical lens. This end is then positioned
such that the LD is at the lens' focal point.
4. Conventional optics: Lenses (typically 2 crossed cylindrical lenses)
are placed in front of the LD to conform its
output beam and focus it onto the fiber's core.
These techniques provide coupling efficiencies of less than 40r*. (The
40% figure has been reported in technical journal articles a laboratory
results. A reproducable coupling efficiency of 20% is considered quite Rood
(5)). The causes of this poor coupling efficiency are primarily attributable
to the small acceptance angle of the ,fiber's 5 micron core (Numerical Aperture
of about 0.2), and the large non-symmetric divergence of the LD beam (20 and
80 degrees parallel and perpendicular to the 0.7 micron by 10 micron LD lasing
region. All of these techniques also result in very stringent alignment
tolerances for the positioning of the fiber and any other optical elements,
with respect to the LD front facet. Alignments of aprroximately 1-2 microns
perpendicular and parallel to the LD front facet must be maintained for losses
*The coupling efficiency is given by the ratio of the amount of power
launched into the fiber and the LD's output power.
2
of leso than l dB. The spacing between the LD and fiber directly impacts
coupling. The alignment tolerances in this case are in the 20 micron range
for <1 dB loss.
I1. WAVEFRONT CONVERSION COUPLER
A different approach to this problem is to examine the wavefronts of LD
and fiber in the Fraunhofer diffraction region. At some plane in between the
two devices these fields can be superimposed resulting in an interference
pattern. Theoretically, if some sort of wavefront converting structure could
be constructed and placed in this plane to effectively match the two
"antennab" (the LD and the fiber), a coupling efficiency of 100% could
result. This procedure would actually convert the wavefront diverging from
the LD into the Airy disk far-field pattern of the fiber. This type of
wavefront conversion falls into the general category of holography. So if a
hologram representing the wavefront converting structure would be placed in
this plane and then illuminated by the LD emission used to construct the
hologram, all of the LD light impinging on the hologram would have its
wavefront changed into the fiber's Fraunhofer diffraction pattern. The
converted wavefront would then be totally accepted by the fiber core.
In considering diffraction from an aperture, the Fraunhofer region is
a
defined as
aperture i
considered
where d is
this phase
the distance, Z, from the aperture where
s assumed to be much less than 1 radian.
to be rectangular with the maximum value
the linear dimension of the maximum exte
restriction implies:
the phase change over the
If the aperture is
of x12 + Y12 - (d/2)2
nt of the aperture, then
3
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xl + yl max - (d/2) 2 ^ Rd K	 K
or	 z >> d? /A	 (2)
Single-mode optical fibers have core diameters of 4-8 microns. Us'
maximum front-facet linear dimension is typically 10 microns. For the fiber
and LD, the Fraunhofer assumption implies, assuming light with wavelength 830
nanometers.
2
d
z f » --X- 77 microns
- 
2
zLD » 
d
LD . 120 microns
Thus, if the hologram's positioning plane is chosen to be 150 microns
away from the LD and fiber, the Fraunhofer diffraction condition is valid.
The amplitude distribution in the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the
circular fiber core is the Airy disk pattern given by:
Klro
2
	
Kro	 K12 2J 1 2zU(ro )	 exp ( Jkz) exp 3 27
	 8z	 Klr	 (3)l\ ^	
2zo
where 1 is the radius of the fiber core; r is the radius coordinate in the
observation plane; Z is the distance from the aperture (fiber core) to the
observation plane; and J 1 is the first order Bessel function.
F
R
4
With: ro2 M x0 2 + y02
C)RIGI AL wAGLr is
CW MOR QUALrW
2	 2	 o	 yo
Kl x +
U(x . y ) - exp (jKz) exp 
j K x 
o+ 
yo	 K1	 2J1	 2z
0 o	 z	 f8z	
K1 xo + yo
A(xo .Yo) exp (J^(xo.yo))
, V G	 (4)
Similarly, the electric field a distance Z away from the LD ' s front facet
is given by the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern for a rectangular aperture.*
2	 2
	
K(x +y )	 1x	 1y
U(xo.yo) . exp (JKz) exp j	 ° z °	 lxly sinc x11z sinc	 ^z
a(x0 yo ) exp (J'f(xo.yo))
(5)
where lx is the linear dimension of the aperture in the x direction; 1  is the
linear dimension in the y direction.
With the elements positioned as in Figure 1, the electric field at the
plane P is given by the superposition of the two incident fields ULD and Ufa.
up ULD + Uf
The revultant intensity distribution is: I p W	 lup up *1
*Equations (3) through (5) were derived assuming plane waves incident on the
aperture. The field incident on the front facet of the single-mode LD (TE10
mode) is roughly planar, as in the case for a rectangular waveguide (6).
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Ip -.IULD(x0, Yo )I 2 .
+ IUf(xo,Yo)I2 + 2 A(xo,yo)a(xo.yo)cos(T(xo,Yo)
0(x o , Yo))
Investigation of the terms yields:
2	 1	 2 1
IuLDI2 - 
rXz	
sine2 xyo sine	 (7)
K1 0+
;2)2 (K12 2 2J
Iuf1	 Sz	 K1 x + Yo
2z
o
2
	
xy
2 2J1 K
	
0	 1x1	 1 Yo	 lxxo
2A(xo ,Yo )a (xo,Yo)	 2 gz	
Xzy sine-	 sine	 Az
K1 xo + Yo
2z
(9)
2	 2	 2	 2
xo + yo	 xo + Yo
Y^({xOgyo)-^(xo,Yo)	 K1(z + ---- Z ) - K2( z + z
(10)
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so,
+yoof
lx^y 2	 2 lx o
22	 lyyo	 1	 2 2J	 2z
4	
Ip	
J^z
	 sine	
^z
	
sine
az	 + (E8z 2+	 2.^ x
Yo^
2z
K1 2	 lxxo lyyo	 2J1(A)
+	 z l xly sine	
az	
sine
k	 (
az	 A
(11)
Figure 2 shows a cross section of Ip (xo, yo . na z/21y) with a - 830 nm, z
150 microns, 1y-0.7 microns, 1x10 microns, 1-6 microns.	 These plots were
generated by the computer program PF.FOR (listed in Figure 13).
III.	 COUPLING EFFICIENCY
The coupling efficiency, n c , can be decomposed into two principal
terms; the transfer efficiency n t , and the intrinsic coupling efficiency
T1 is
Y1 . n t n i
	
k.LL1
depicted in Figure 3.
The transfer efficiency involves the amount of input radiation absorbed
by the hologram and its diffraction efficiency. It has been shown that for
thick holograms transfer efficiencies of 85% are quite possible (7). The
intrinsic coupling efficiency, n i , is the ratio of the light power accepted
by the fiber to the power incidenton the fiber's front facet. Thus n i
8
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Figure 3. Coupler efficiency defined as the product of the
transfer and intrinsic coupling efficiencies.
a
10
depends on the accuracy of the hologram's imaging of the fiber's front
facet. Leite and Soares (8) have shown that values of n i above 95% can he
achieved with only moderate difficulty.
Taking these reported values for the respective efficiencies, it should
be possible to attain coupling efficiencies, n c , of approximately 75%.
IV. DOUBLE HOLOGRAM TECHNIQUE
The single element holographic method for coupling, while improving the
coupling efficiency, still suffers, like the other coupling schemes, ;~om the
severe alignment tolerances. Unlike the other coupling :tehemes, alignment
tolerances can be relaxed by using a slightly revised holographic method.
In this revised holographic method, the single hologram is split into 2
holograms (Figure 4). The first hologram is designed to convert the non-
symmetric diverging LD emission into a plane wave-. The second hologram is
designed to convert an incoming plane wave into the fiber's far-field
diffraction pattern (Airy disk). By utilizing the fact that holograms have
all of the pattern's information stored in a small area, the alignment
sensitivity, with respect to each other, of all four ;; the components (LD,
holograms l and 2, and the fiber) is greatly decreased when compared to the
sensitivity of the other coupling methods.*
*Lateral displacements between the coupler sections have virtually no
consequence. However, tilt and rotation alignment become sensitive ((S)
discusses methods for minimizing this sensitivity). Longitudinal displacement
between the coupler and the source (LD or fiber) is believed to be no more
sensitive than in the traditional techniques (20 microns for 1 dB loss) (4).
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V. TWO -BEAM HOLOGRAPHIC FABRICATION
Fabrication of the holographic couplers consists of merely making the
hologram(s). For the single element device, the holographic recording scheme
employed is depicted in Figure 5a. The reconstruction (coupling)
configuration is shown in Figure 5b. In the recording case, light emerges
from the LD and interferes on the photographic film/plate P with light from
another laser focussed at the spot where the .fiber's end facet will be
placed.* The plate is then developed and reinserted into the system at plane
P. When the hologram is illuminated by the LD radiation, U LD ,
 
the fiber's
coupling wave, U f , is generated which propagates into the.fiber.
In the case of the double holographic element technique, two holograms
are generated. The recording procedure consists of using plane reference
waves, Url and Ur2 , making complementary angles with the plane of the
holograms in conjunction with the LD and fiber emissions (Figure 6). When
hologram H1 is illuminated by the radiation from the LD, the plane wave Url is
generated. This wave, in turn, generates the coupling wave U f* when it
illuminates hologram H2.
VI. COMPUTER GENERATED HOLOGRAMS
A. INTRODUCTION
Another method of fabricating holograms is to use a computer and a
plotter. In this method, the two-dimensional intensity distribution resulting
*Notice, in Figure 5A, that the fiber is positioned conjugate to where it will
be when LD light is coupled into the fiber (Figure 5b).
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from two beams interfering at some plane is calculated. This pattern is then
converted into a form suitable for graphical representation by a discrete
plotting device. A transparency isformed of the plot photographically or by
some other method. The transparency then serves as the hologram.
Calculation of the intensity distribution resulting from the interference
of two beams is a straight forward process. The diffraction patterns of the
two radiation sources are known, or calculated, for the diffraction region in
which they will be used (Fraunhofer or Fresnel). These fields are then
propagated to the plane of interference and summed.* The intensity
distribution of the interference plane is subsequently calculated.
At this point the hologram's intensity variation is known by the
computer. This pattern must then be displayed in a .form such that a
transparency may be formed. The simplest method of displaying the pattern is
to plot it on a hard-copy graphics device. The resulting printout may then be
photographed to form the transparency.
The problem becomes one of how to accurately represent the intensity
pattern, consisting of phase and amplitude information, by a discrete plotting
device.
The most widely used method for displaying phase and amplitude
information on a_ discrete plotting device is hohmann's technique developed
explicitly for computer generated holography (9). A binary (light-dark)
*This plane defines the position between the two devices where the hologram
will be placed for reconstruction.
17
plotting scheme is used since it eliminates the need for generation of gray
levels. Another benefit of the binary scheme is that in the photographic
reduction step, development procedures are far less critical. than for
continuous-tone objects.
Lohmann's method utilizes the fact that the phase of the offset reference
wave, also used for reconstruction, varies linearly along the x axis.*
Consider the system depicted in Figure 7 where a binary mask has been placed
in the hologram plane. The mask is primarily opaque with holes centered on a
regular grid at the sample points. The linear distance Ax  is chosen such
that the phase of the offset reference wave increases along x by 2n radians
through that distance. If two adjacent holes were spaced by Ax  , then all of
the light passed by the two holes will be of the same phase. If., however, one
hole is displaced a distance 1.25 Ax  from its adjacent one, as with holes C
and B in Figure 7, then the light passed by that hole (C) will differ from the
adjacent hole (B) by 2n+H/2 - 5n/2 - H/2 radians. Destructive interference
will occur between the light from these two holes. This technique of
displacing the mask's holes with respect to one another, in accordance with
the spacing Ax  , and thereby encoding the phase of each sample point, is what
Lohmann devised. Displacement of the holes is only performed in one direction
thereby implying that there be constant phase along the orthogonal axis. The
size of the hole corresponds to the amplitude of each sample.
Choosing the linear displacement, Ax  , which corresponds to a 2n radian
phase change of the reference waved establishes the recording, and thus the
*This procedure is applicable for a planes reference wave. This technique
would then be suitable for the two-element holographic coupler system, but not
for the single element system.
1v_,.
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reconstruction, angle for the hologram. Figure 8 depicts a plane wave
	
incident cn a grid at an angle 0 i	The path difference between the adjacent
slits is given by:
	
.	 x
[AOPL] - dsinO1	(13)
The corresponding phase difference is:
d -( 27)dsin0i	(14)
We have chosen the linear distance Az o
 - d to correspond to a 2n radian phase
-difference. So:'
2H - 2W AXQsinO i	(15)
The recording and reconstruction angle Is then given by:
Oi
 sin TX)	 (16)0
The linear displacement distance, Axo , is chosen based on, among other
things, the resolution of the plotting device, its maximum allowable plotting
size, and the number of discrete points in the sample.
B. FOURIER TRANSFORM HOLOGRAMS
Lohmann first examined Fourier transform holograms (i.e. holograms of the
Fourier transform of the object rather than of the object itself) (9, 10).
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The method used to generate the hologram relies on the plotting scheme
described earlier. The procedure for producing a computer Aenerated Fourier
transform, hologram is the following. The object, if it is represented by a
continuous function, is decomposed into discrete samples so that a FFT may be
performed on it numerically. This sampling interval should be chosen in
accordance with the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem thereby ensuring that
the maximum amount of information about the object is retained. The Fourier
transform of the object is computed using a discrete FFT routine. Each sample
of the Fourier transform of the object is encoded via Cite Lohmann method. The
plot is photographically reduced, negated,* and reconstructed. Reconstruction
is accomplished by using a lens to perform an optical Fourier transform of the
image formed by the hologram (Figure 4).
C. EXPERIMENT - A COMPUTER GENERATED BINARY FOURIER TRANSFORM HOLOGRAM
A binary computer generated Fourier transform hologram of the two-
dimensional character P was produced. A Digital Equipment Corporation VAX-
11/780 computer with an associated Trilog printf.r/plotter was used to perform
the computations and plotting. The procedure followed in fabricating the
hologram is that outlined earlier. The character was defined in a discrete
array of dimensions 64 x 64. By defining the object discretely, the need for
accurate sampling of a continuous function was avoided. The Fourier transform
of the object was performed by the IBM scientific support FFT subroutine HARM.
*The aperture representing the phase and magnitude of each sample is darkened
in. The use of the photographic negative as the hologram reverses the plotted
contrast thereby making only the aperture transparent.
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Each element in the Fourier transformed object has its phase and
magnitude encoded as an aperture within a square cell.. The height of the
aperture is proportional to the magnitude of the sample, while the position of
t	 the aperture within the cell is determined by the sample's phase. The size of
the square encoding cell, along with the plotter's resolution, dictate the
quantization levels for the phase and magnitude of the sample. Figure 10
depicts two adjacent cells in which the phase and magnitude of two adjacent
sample points of Fourier transform of the object will be plotted. The object
was represented by a 64 x 64 element array. The Trflog plotter can plot 1320
points acroa9 its 30.48 cm (12 inch) plotting region. The plotter's
resolution is therefore 0.0231 cm. At this point, it would be possible to
j	 quantize the phase of each element into 20 parts (1320/64 - 20.62). While
f	 this would allow very good phase representation, the aperture would have a
width of 0.0231 cm. This would result in a very dim image because of the
narrow aperture. The phase quantization level was chosen as 6 so that each
phase region would be represented by 3 pixels.* The aperture width was thus
00693 cm. The magnitude quantization level was not limited by the plotter,
only by the length of plotting paper available. The magnitude quantization
was chosen to be 7. Thus the height of the aperture could range from 0.0 to
0.1386 cm. The linear extent of the square aperture cell (Figure 105 was
0.1386 cm. Since the linear extent of the square cell corresponds to Ax o
this implies that ©xo M 0.1386 cm. 
AX  
corresponds to a 2n radian phase
change so by equation (16) we see that the recording and recontruction angle,
for He-Ne laser light (a . 6328 A) is 0.n262 degrees.
*While this coarse phase quantization results in some degradation in the
reconstructed image, the image brightness was deemed more important at this
time.
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The method for encodiq$ the-object's information is to calculate the
phase and magnitude of the Fourier transformed object and see what
quantization bin each element's values fall into. The phase quantization
level of 6 means that the bins span the phases 0-11/3, n/3-2n/3, 2n/3-n
n-4n/3, 4n/3 -5R /3 5n/3-2n.	 The object element being plotted has its
phase scanned and the appropriate phase bin noted. The maximum magnitude in
the entire object array is found. This point will have its ent44 a aperture
filled in and is therefore scaled to the magnitude quantization level of 7.
The magnitude of each object is then scaled to the maximum magnitude value.
The magnitude of each element is examined to see how much of the aperture
should be filled in. The appropriate magnitude quantization amount is
noted. By proceding through the entire object array, the plot array is
determined and plotted.
Figure 11 shows the original object plotted on the phase-magnitude
grid. Figure 12 shows the Fourier transform of the object plotted on the
phase-magnitude grid. Notice in Figure 12 that the sizes and locations of the
apertures differ for different object points.
Initial plotting of the Fourier transformed object showed that the FFT
has too large of a dynamic range for quantization into only seven levels.
Therefore, the logarithm of the FFTed object was used for magnitude
quantization. To avoid arguments of zero, a one was added to each value in
the FFT object. The side effect of this operation is to enhance edge detail
in the reconstructed image, as low frequencies are suppressed with respect to
higher ones (11).
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A listing of the computer program, CGHRLACKP FOR, used to generate the
binary plots is given in Figure 14.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The use of holographic couplers for LD - fiber systems results in reduced
alignment tolerances and higher effiziencies than the traditional techniques
used in coupling.
Fabrication of the couplers could be achieved via conventional
holographic manufacturing techniques or by the computer generated approach.
While both techniques have their advantages, overall the conventially
fabricated hologram is the better of the two when used as coupling devices.
The diffraction efficiency from a conventional hologram is higher than from a
binary computer generated hologram (12). Considerable higher resolution is
obtainable in the conventional fabrication process than in the computer
E	
generated process. Holographic films have resolutions of 1250 .lines/mm (0.8
t
microns) (13) while plotting devices resolution is typically 200 microns.
While binary computer generated holograms can be fabricated for non-existant
devices, a mathematical description of the object is necessary and may be hard
to implement on a computer.
Each holographic coupler is fabricated for the particular LD - fiber pair
with which it will be used. Spatial variations in the LD output beam change
from LD to LD and therefore may not match the recorded LD beam pattern.
29
There are some limitations in the use of holographic couplin g devices.
Recording film sensitivity is quite low in the 83n nm wavelength region. This 	 i
effect requires relatively long exposure times over which the recording system
must remain very stable. Fluctuations in the LD output beam due to
temperature instability will introduce a mismatching factor into the coupling
system. The hologram was developed for one particular LD beam pattern; when
f
	 the reconstruction beam pattern differs from the recorded beam pattern, LD -
fiber matching will degrade.
Overall, the advantages of holographic couplers over the traditional
couplers for LD - fiber systems warrant experimentation into the hologram's
practical usefulness in coupling.
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C Program: CCHblack°,FOR
C
C This program generates a Fourier transform plot suitable	 for
c conversion	 into a hologram following photographic reduc t iou.
c The Trilog printer/plotter	 is used for generation of the binary
c plot.
c
c (CGHblac)LP plots only black characters. the colored phase-magnitude
e grid Is not generated 	 in this program).
c
c author: P.Fuhr
c date:	 March - Apr I1	 1982
c
complex x(64.64.1) !array containing complex image
complex b(64.64) !	 "	 " magnitude and phase of
c !this	 image's FFT
integer	 iplotm(64),iplotp(64) !phase and magnitude plot arrays	 M
' dimension	 inv( 16),s(l6) !arrays used by the FFT routine ILUU-1
dimension piz(b) !P1 array ranging from -(2/1-0)4:pI
	
to
c !pl	 Itself
integer m(3) !another array caved by HARM
Integer qz
byte plot(222) !array corresponding to the prograwned
c !plot data	 lines:	 there are 6 plot
c lllnes for each of	 the 64 array rows
common /tridat/plot,mcolor !pass the data to	 the TRILOC plot
c !routines via a common block
data m/6.6.0/ !size of	 the 3 dimensions of
	
'a'
data pi/3.1415926/ !P1
C 1tr:it piz array
1,?t*I11c=pi/3. IN
	
Increment ( for piz)
do :2
	 1-11.6
2 piz(i)	 s -((63./64.)	 * pi)	 + (Orpizinc)
cc before auything else, go grab the TRILOG
call	 tri_init
do 3 J=1,220 !set bit 6	 in each output data byte
plot(J)="100
3 continue d
plot(221)=5 !Hex 5 (Plot mode)
plot(222)=l0 !Hex A (line
	 feed)
do 7 i=1.64
do 7 J=1,64
a(i,J.i)=cmplx(0.0,0.0) linit	 the	 image array
b(I,j)=cmplx(0.0.0.0) !and the mag-phase array
7 continue
F the character	 'P'define	 the character
	
in the array 'a'
.	 ,	 ,n, do 20 i s 1 .3
do 10 J=1.20
a( i.J,1)=cmplx( 1.0.0.0)
a
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10 continue
20 continue
do 40 i=4.10
' do 25 J=1,5
a(1,J,1)=emp lx( 1.0.0,0)
25 continue
do 30=16,20
S( 1„ 1, 1)=cmplx( 1.0,0.0)
30 continue
40 continue
do	 60	 1=11.14
do	 45 ,1=1,20
a( 1, j, 1)=cmplx( 1,0,0.0)
45 continue
60 continue
do 80	 1=15.24
do 65 J=1,5
S( i,,1,1)=cmplz( 1.0,0,0)
65 continue
c !the character P have been defined	 in 'a•
80 continue
C CGIIDLACK produces output In black only
C mcolor=1 ?yellow ribbon
C call	 tricolor !change ribbon
c
e no need for the grid
c
c do* 77 k= 1, 64
c do	 71	 1=1,195
C71 plot( i)="177 !every bit on
c
C call	 trl_dump Wet this line
c	 .
c do 73	 i=1.220
c73 plot(0=11100 !every bit	 off
c
c do 74	 1=2,195,3
c74 plot(0=1120 !every 6th horizontal space
	 is	 a vertical
	 line
cc 1( i.e.	 every 3rd byte ="120)
C do	 75	 1=1,11
c75 call	 tri_dump !11
	 times
C
c77 continue !every array^ row
c
C mcolor=3 !blue ribbon
C call	 tricolor Ichange ribbon color
c
C call	 tri_top
type *,'	 enter o	 to plot original.	 f	 for FFT, i	 for	 Fl] ►v(F)'
accept (ia, qz
88 format(lal)
ierr=0 !init
	 HARK error	 flag
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Ifsetal
	 !hove 1!:'131,`! genernte its own internal sine
c	 !and cosiite tables for the FFT
If(gz. eq. 'o')goto 85
	 ?if requested, don't do the FFT
call HARA'1(a,s,inv,s.lfset.lerr) !SSP FFT routine
If(ier,r.eq.0)goto 83
type *.' FFT error code a',lerr
83	 lf(gz.ne.'P)goto 85	 !don't perform FInv unless requested
ifs *t z -1	 !lave HARM generate its own internal sine
c
	
	 land cosine table's for F Inverse
call 1 IA (r,m, lnv,s. ihet.lerr) !SSP FFT routine
If( lerr.eq.0)goto 85
type (R.' lavers* FFT error code •'.ierr
c	 determine the magnitude and phase of each object element
85	 do 100 l z I.64
do 100 J=1.64
amagz cabs(s(i.j,l))	 !find the e'lement's magnitude
!f(real(s(I,J.1)).ne.0,0)goto 90
	 !does the real part equal 0?
zaps/2.
ya almag(a(i,,i.l)) 	 !get the Imaginar y component
apha s s ign(z,y)	 !the pho*e a pl/2 times the sign (+ or -) of
c	 !the imaginary part. (if the real component of
c	 !this numLer 3 0, then the phase angle is + or
c	 !- pi/2, if the luutginary part Is negative
c
	
	 !then the phase angle is negative.
go to 95
90	 apha=atan2(aimaF(a( 1,J.1)),real(a(I,J• 1)))
	 Netitrmine the phase angle
95	 b(1,,1)zcmplx(amag,spha) !put the magnitude and phase into the rear
c	 land imaginary parts of b
100	 continue
type *,' do you aunt to store the mag-phase data (y or n)?'
accept 88,g7
If(gz.ne.'y')goto 104
do 110 Ial,64
do 107 .xzl,64
zmagz real(b(l,J))	 !real part (magnitude)
zpha=a(m3g(b(l,J))
	 !camplex part (phase)
write(9,1005)l,j.zmag,zpha
1005	 format(' b(',i2,',',i3,')=9 el5.8.3x.e15.8)
107	 continue
110	 continue
c	 find the maximum magnitude value In the b array
104	 zmax=loc(real(b(1.1))+I.0) 	 !make the lst element the largest (start)
c	 take logarithm because FFT has too large of a dynamic rntige
do 120 izI.64
do 120 J a 1 .64	 'check every a les:ient
zzlog(real(bti.J))+I.0)
zmax z amaxl(z.zmax)	 !use the maximum valve function for the
tee ..	 !comparison
120	 continue
,
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c there are 7 levels of magnitude quantization
• zmlevl=7;max/7.0
'	 c there are 6 levels of quantization for the phase
' zplevlxb
c determine	 the phase quantization of each element
144 do 500 ;s1.64
do 200 ja 1.64
p+ almag ( b( I " j))	 !get	 tine phase
it(p ' it . plz(1))lplotp( j ) s l	 !determine
!f(p.ge . piz(1).and.p . 1t.piz(2) ) iplotp ( j) z 2	 !which
lt(p.ge.piz(2) . and.p.1t . piz(3) ) iplotp( j ) z 3	 !segment	 the	 phase
if(p.ge . piz(3) . aud.p . 1t.piz(4))Iplotp( .t) z 4	 !should	 be	 encoded	 in.
tt(p.ge .piz(4).and . p.1t.piz(5))iplotp(.i)z5
lf(p.ge.piz(3))iplotp(J)26
c determine	 the proper amplitude
	
quantization	 level
	 for each element
amag x log ( real(b ( i.j))+1.0)	 !get
	 the magnitude
zievel x amag/zmlevl	 !scale	 the data
If(zlevel . lt.1.0) Iplotm(J)z0
If(zleve1 . ge.1.0 . and.zlevel . 1t.2.0)iplotm(j)zl
If(zlevel . ge.2.0 . and.zlevel . lt.3.0 ) iplotm(J)22if(zltv*l.ge.3.O.and.zlevel. it.4.0) iplotm(,1)=3
if(zlevel.ge.4.0.and.zlevel.1t.5.0)lplotm(J)24
lf(zlevel.ge.S.O.and.zlevel. 1t.6.0) iplotm(.i)z5
If(zlevel.ge.6.0) iplotm(.)) x 6	 !the	 largest magnitude
200 continue
cc nex-t.	 map	 this plotting data	 into	 the output plot	 liues (6 plot
cc lines per	 1 array line).
C
c
do 410 kzl.6
1plevlx7-k
do 400=1.64
c scan a plot	 lane
if(iplotm ( j).lt.lple vl ) goto 400	 !go on	 to next array element
C there	 is something to be plotted on this 	 line,	 find	 the phase position
lx3*j
lf(iplotp(j) .eq. 1)plot( 1+1)x "170
if(iplotp( j ) .eq.2)plot( 1+1)`z"107
it( iplotp( .1) .eq.3)plot( 1+2)z"170
if(iplotp( j ).eq.4)plot ( 1+2)="107
if( iplotp(j).eq.5)piot( 1+3)x"170
if(iplo tp(j) .eq.6)plot( 1+3) z "107
400 continue
C plot out	 .his	 line
call	 tri-dump	 M vertical	 lines per :mptitude quantization
call	 tri_dump	 !level.	 (12	 lines per array row).
do 405 kl = 1 .230
plot(kl ) z0 100	 !reset	 the plot array
405 continue
i
^t
•
r
.	 s
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410	 continue
•
500	 Continue
stop
end
,
t	 ,
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C	 ;=.GGPM^h NAME: PF+FOR
c
C	 This Program calculates the intensit y for two electric fields
C	 interfsr na at a Mane a distance . between them+ Fields are
c	 c4culated for a rectan gular aperture and a circular s^erture,
C	 Tr.ase fields are then co^.bined at the holo graphic (interference)
C	 Plane. The resultin g intensity Pattern is subseauentli scanned
C	 for its maximum value, The output deta is scaled such that the
c	 ntsximum value Will gust situr.te the out put Plot. Plottin g is
c	 performed on a DEC VT-11 disPlasr and a Vers3tec Printer/Plotter.
C
c	 ,author'. P. Fuhr
C	 jlate: April 1982
n EAL*4 AVAL( 1024 > r out>;( 1024 r ou W 1024
hIMENSION IuUF( 0000 )
LQGICALa1 STRNG(21 )roQ
rea1^4 1>;r l y e l^ laRbdar^r p i rK
CALL INIT ( IHUFr6000)
	
linit gra phics dis=lay
C	 acouire user input
typ e fir' enter xzera end point (in microns)'
accep t *Pxoend
tyre *r' a swmmetric sraph will be generated'
xostrt = i.e-6
	 !start near zero
c	 we will senerate 512 Points the other 512 points come from the
C	 : n.zetr y of the swstem
(,soend -- xostrt)/512.
tywe W enter constants (all len g ths are in microns)'
t_p d 7F r' enter x dimension of rectan gular aperture'
accep t srlx
t yp e *- 1 enter w dimension of rectansular aperture'
sccePt *fly
	 I*
te,z.e fir' 
_nt,er diameter of finer care'
acce p t *?I
ty r=e  W enter wavelen g th of light'
accep t * r 1=mbda
type * ► ' enter distance betwenn apertures and interference Plane'
accep t *rz
C	 ell len g ths are in hICRONS
Pi=3.14158	 r
K--=( 24p i )/1301bda	 !Propagation constant	 >;
_zero = ( p i	 1= RI ILIda	 z / ( 2	 1y )
xzero =xo=trt
noff=512	 !internal array offset
F
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TYPE *r' input Yzaro value ( y or n )'
accep t 987roo
if( aa.ne,'v 1 .and,oct,ne,' Y' )Ioto 87
t:Pe fir' enter Yaro'
accep t *rower o
87	 do 600 i=1,512	 !calculate the intensit y at each ,Point
tvPe * ► i	 !let the- o perator Know wha+. Point gou're on,
call rect(answer ► z. ► lx ► l y rIambda ► xzero ► gzero)	 !sect ar-erture'
call circ(answr2rz ► 1rKz ► >,-eror y :.ero)	 !circular aperture
first = answer	 answer	 1sou3re the field
second a answr2	 answr2	 !souare the field
third = 2. * answer a answr2	 !cross term
aval( i*Rjoff) = first + second t third 	 !sum all components
x.ero = xzero t xoinc
	
!increment out put field Position
600
	
continue
c	 now fill the bseinnina of the array
nn=1024
do 605 ia1.512
aval(i)=aval(nn-i )
605	 continue.
M320
C	 FIND MAX. VALUES IN ARRAYS
AMAX=O+
amin = 1,e10
DO 1 K=1.1024
IF (AYS(AVAL(K) ).GT.AMAX) AMAX=MBS(AVAL(K) )
if(aval(K ), lt, amin) amin = aval(K )
1	 CONTINUE
t ype *r' Print data (v or	 ?'
accep t ?87rao
987
	
format( lal )
if( oo.ne.'w',4nd,aa,neo'Y')5oto 16
do 73 i=1r1024
Print 933rirwal(i)
933	 1orrj3t( 2xri4P2x.ei6,8 )
73	 continue
Print 934 ► amaxramin
?34
	
format(' AMA'A- ' .p el6s8r' AMIN= 're16,8 )
C	 SIZE THE SCREEN r IcRAW BORDER
16	 CALL SIZE(7,504)
CALL SCAL(0. ► 0.y72. ► 72 ► )
CALL AXE3(0. ► 0.r72 ► r72,)
CALL PLOT1
if( ama.,.ne.0 ► )_oto 17
c nax=1.
A
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C =:ale the data to AMAX and AMN
17 43C Sle	 =	 70,r`a;aiNt
18 i.icala=60.1110240
do 23	 i=1 ► 1024
CUW i'=3V	 1( i )''.SCa1!	 ^a.5n" t	 fc^mat	 tip@ 5t ;xis offset
outxt i ;=float,t i )k>,SCala	 t10,	 , !or	 t^^r	 >;	 3 ,is	 oi'f?t.
23 continue
C plot out the data
ISO 30	 i-i ► 1024
`
); = ou U.,( i )
Y=ou ty(
	 )
c311	 a^ntt ,rb'rOrB)
30 CONTINUE
C LABEL GRAPH
TYPE 3
3 FORhAT('
	
X-AXIS LABEL?')
CALL GETS TRk 5 r STRING  r CO r ERR )
m=0	 !horizontal	 label
X=40,
Y=7,
CALL FL0T2{ STRNGrXrY p n )
T1 PE 4 `
r 4 FORMATE'	 Y-AXIS LABEL?' )
°' CALL GETSTR( SrSTRNG, 2OrERR )
z XMI0.
w ^^=I	 !vertical	 label
Y50.
CALL PLOT 2'STRNGr;XrYrni)
TYPE 8
8 FORMAT(W COPY	 0=NOr1=YES71)
ACCEPT *r	 N1
IF! N1 )1r;r15P11
11 CALL PLOT
CALL h0N-c
15 STOP
END
C
O SUBROUTINE TO DRAW M;RDER
C
9l'BMROUTINE PLOT1
call	 arrV10.r0,r0 ► -8)	 !bower	 left
Call	 vect(0,t706)
	
!left vertical
call	 i,, nt(70,r0, r0r -8) 	 !lower	 risht
call	 vect(O.r70.)	 lri;ht	 `erLical
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call vect( 60. •0,)	 !bottom	 OF PQOR QUALITY
call a.nt(10 .F70, r0r -8 ) 1 ur per Zjtft
call vect(60.r0.)	 !top
call ;pnt(10.+35,r0r-8) !middle left
call vect( 60.x0.)	 !horizontal axis
call 3pnt(40.r0.x4r -8) !middle bottom
call vect(0,r70.) !veritcal axis
return
END
C	 SUE'MTINE TO DRAW TEXT
C
SUBROUTINE PLOT2(STRNGrXrY,rm )
LOGICAL*i STRNG( 21 )
L=LEN( STRNG )
IF(M.EQ.l) GO TO 22
C	 NORIZ. TEXT
C=X-L/2.
CA_L HTXT(CrYrLrSTRNG)
GO TO 24
C	 VERT, TEXT
22	 C=Y-L/2
CALL APNT(XrCP0f-E)
CALL VTXT(X rC rL rSTRNG )
s3	 CONTINUE
24	 RETURN
END
s^broutine sect(ai swerrrrl::rl_rlambdar:rerorvzero)
imp licit real*4 (s-l ro-z)
C'	 compute the far-field due to a rectan gular aperture
C	 calculate the amp litude constants
if( 1.<.ne.C.O, and, lv,ne.G.0) goto 5
answer=0.0
return
5	 a = (Ix * lv) / ( lambda * z)
if( wzero. ea. 0.0 ) zero=l.e-5
sincy sin( yzero) / zero
;:0ar9 = (1:: 4. xzaro) / ( lambda	 z )
if( x0ar g .ec.0.0 ):;0ar5=1.e-5
sinex
	
sin( ;Oar g ) / XGars
answer	 a $ si ncm * sincy
return
end
subroutine eire(answr2r-rrlxkzxxzeroryzero)
C	 compute the fer-field out of a circular aperture
imp licit re= *4 (a-z)
if(1,ne.0.0.snd.Fz.ne.0.0)5oto 5
r
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5	 b=(Kz* 1	 1)/(86 ^z)
k12z=(kz*1')/(2. *z)
bessr: = (xzaro * xczero) + (vdero * Yzero )
t,esars = K 12--
	
sart(^ _cars )
_nswr2 3 (2, 	 b / besars) * bessel(besar5 )
return
end
function bessel(x)
c	 compute the Kassel function of the first kind
	 first order
c	 by usin g the scientific subroutine p ackaged program b°-S•1.FOR
z=>;	 !argument of the Bessel function
n=1	 !1st order Pessel function
d=,01	 !accuracy desired
call bes .i(zrnrxJrdrier )
if(ier.ea , O )goto 10
	 !check for errors
bessel = 0.
9oto(1r2r3r4)ier	 !type the corres pondin g error message
1	 t_pe fir' order of Se=_sel function less than zero'
return
2	 type :fir' Bessel arsument ne gative or zero'
return
3	 twee *r' reauired accurac y of 0,007 not obtained'
return
4	 type *r' ran_e of Vessel order not correct (see SSP doc F,3-35)'
return
10	 bessel =xi	 !return with the answer
return
eR ^°
C
C
C	 SUSROUTIN'E SESJ
C
C	 PURPOSE
C	 COMPUTE THE J BESSEL FUNCTION FOR A GIVEN ARGUMENT AND ORDER
C
C	 USAGE
C	 CALL BESJ(X?NyBJrhrIER )
C
C	 I►ESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C	 n -THE ARGU MENT OF THE J BESSEL FUNCTIGN UESIRED
C	 N -THE ORDER OF THE J BESSEL FUNCTION UESIRED
C	 bJ -THE RESULTANT J BESSEL FUNCTION
C	 I, -RECUIREIi ACCURACY
C	 IER-RESULTAANT 'ERROR CODE WHERE
C	 IER=O NO ERROR
C	 IER=1 N IS NEGATIVE
!
•
t
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C
	
IER=3 REQUIRED ACCURACY NOT OBTAINED
C
	
IERs4 RANGE OF N COMPARED TO X NOT CORRECT (SEE REMARKS)
C
C
	
REMARKS
C
	
N MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO ZEROr BUT IT MUST BE
LESS THAN
C
	
20+10*X-X** 2/3	 FOR X LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 15
C
	
900/2	 FOR X GREATER THAN 15
C
C
	
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPf:OGRAMS REQUIRED
C
	
NONE
C
C
	
METHOD
C
	
RECURRENCE RELATION TECHNIQUE DESCRIBED BY H. GOLDSTEIN AND
C
	
R.M.`THALERr'RECURRENCE TECHNIQUES FOR THE CALCULATION OF
C
	
rESSEL FUNCTIONS'rM6T.A6C6rV6I rF'P.102-108 AND I.A. STEGUN
C
	
AND M. ABRAMOWITZr'GENERATION OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS ON HIGH
C
	
SPEED COME'UTERS'rM.T.A.C. ► V611 ► 19579PP.255-257
C
C	 .6606006.416.666.606666.6.1666606660.66.1666 ......................!
C
SUBROUTINE BESJ(XrNrBJ ► DrIER)
C
BJ=60
IF(N)10r20r20
10 IER =1
RETURN
20 IF(X)30r30r31
30 IER=2
RETURN
31 IF(X-156 )32r32v34
32 LATEST =20.+10.*X-X** 2/3
GO TO 36
34 NTEST=90.+X/2.
36 IF(N-NTEST )40e38r38
58 IER=4
RETURN
40 IER=O
N1=N+1
BPREV=.O
C
C
	
COMPUTE 'STARTING VALUE OF M
C
IF(X-5.)50r60t60
50 MA=X+6.
GO TO 70
60 MR=i64W60. /X
70 MB=N+IFI)I( X )/4+2
MZERO="!AXO( MAP MB )
c
C
	
SET UPPER LIMIT OF M
C
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C
C	 SET F(M) t F( M-1)
C
FM1=1.OE-28
FM=•0
ALFHA=.0
IF( M-( M/^- )42 )120.110 r 1'20
110 JT=-1
CO TO 130
120 JT=1
130 M2=M-2
DO 160 K=1 ► M2
MK=M-K
. <.	 8MK=2. *FLOAT(MK )*F141/X-FM
FM=FM1
FM1=BMK
IF(MK-N-i)150,140v150
140 BJ=BHK
150 JT=-JT
S=1+JT
160 ALPHFi=ALFHh+'r'HKS
&MK=2.AFMi/X-FM
IF(h)180"r170P180
170 BJ=BMK
180 ALFHA=ALFHA+BMK
BJ=BJ/ALFHA
IF(ABS( BJ-BPREV )-A:! : D*BJ) )200r 200 ► 190
190 BPREV=B.J
IER=3
200 RETURN
END
E
s
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